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Classification Model For Heart Disease
Prediction
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Abstract: The prediction analysis is applied for predicting future possibilities based on the current information. Prediction for future
possibilities has been made feasible following three major steps named as pre-processing, feature extraction and classification, in today’s
perspective. My research exhibits the work in two stages to increase the accuracy of prediction regarding cardiac issues. Whereas in the
first stage, a novel method was proposed in which factors like pulse rate, cholesterol etc. are included along with the age of patient as
compared to the previous research study in which only age was taken as a primary attribute for prediction. The primitive attributes are
changed in the proposed study for better predictions to receive facts as compared to the older technique. In stage second, a new and
efficient hybrid classification model was designed, which is the combination of two different classification methods i.e. support vector
machine and k-Nearest Neighbour. The support vector machine (SVM) will extract the features of the dataset and k-Nearest Neighbour
classifier will generate the final classified result. The performance of the proposed model in terms of accuracy and execution time is higher
as compared to existing method.
Index Terms: Classification Techniques, Data Mining, Heart Disease Prediction, k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), Prediction Analysis, Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Supervised Machine Learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A computer program in machine learning, acquire knowledge
from by practicing data mining related tasks such that
prediction and classification. It takes input from an
environment to improve the performance by learning. The
machine learning is the skill in which machine can learn from
the earlier experience and forecast new values based on
learning. The prediction analysis is the approach in which
impending events and possibilities can be predicted by using
the existing information. The heart disease prediction is the
approach in which numerical tools are used to predict heart
problem possibilities based on the existing info of patient. In
order to get higher accurate results, pre-processing, feature
extraction and classification are used to analyze heart disease
data. The extraction of stimulating knowledge and patterns to
examine data is known as data mining. Various data mining
tools are available for analyzing different types of data. A
proper analysis of huge data is required to get the fruitful
results. Classification, Association rule mining, Sequence
Analysis and Predictions are the major outcomes produced as
a result of the data mining process.
In the data mining process, Classification is widely used
method. It is used to classify the data on the basis of
constraints and group the data into the dataset to predict the
label of future data. Classification technique can manipulate
efficiently the large set of data into a class labels or groups in
such a manner that objects with maximum similarity remains in
the same set. Classification techniques of data mining can
estimate categorical or discrete data for dealing newly
obtainable test data on the basis of model, built by using
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existing defined class labels as training data set. As training
data set of records is available with assigned group labels,
classification technique is fall under the supervised learning.
The basic components of classification learning are:
1. Task (T): A set of input instances to get a set of
prediction as an output.
2. Performance (P): Defines the probability of wrong
predictions i.e. accuracy.
3. Experience (E): That is a set of categorized samples for
(x, y) where y is true for sample x.
Y =f(x)

(1)

Classification models that can be used in the data mining for
the prediction of heart disease are given below:
1) Support Vector Machine
2) Neural Networks
3) k-NN Classifier

1.1 Support Vector Machine
SVM is supervised learning process of classifying data into
labels. The dataset is first used to train SVM about classes
and after that SVM is capable of classifying new data. SVM is
centered on numerical learning theory and organizational risk
minimization standard. SVM learns to determine the
hyperplane to separate two classes i.e. evaluating the location
of decision margins to get the best parting of labels. The
distance between the hyperplane and the two nearby
attributes from the all corresponding classes is termed as
margin. A hyperplane function can be defined as simple as
equation of line in two dimensional spaces and can be
complex when shifting towards higher dimensions. For
defining hyperplanes in higher dimensions SVM uses kernel
tricks which can be quadratic equations for separating non
separable labels into separable labels. When there are outliers
in dataset, SVM ignores these outliers and select decision
margin to get best hyperplane to classify labels
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1.2 Neural Networks
In the Neural network large numbers of elements are
organized in different number of layers that are interconnected
to each other. Through this approach, the adaptive non-linear
data processing algorithms are applied that help in integrating
all the multi-processing units. On the basis of the properties
like logically adjusting and self-organizing, categorization of
these networks is done. The input and feedbacks are also
generated from the ecosystem that provides potential results.
With the help of input layer dissimilar patterns are engendered
and these patterns produce the final output layer by interacting
with one or more hidden layer. Due to the learning rule present
in the Artificial Neural Network, the modification in the weight
of connections is done. Input layer, hidden layer and output
layer are the three layers present in the network. Input layer is
also stated as the principal layer and output layer termed as
the last layer. A hidden layer is also present between the input
and output layer. More than one layer can persist if the
problem is with complicated features. Various functions are
performed by the neural network by adjusting the value of
weight among elements.
1.3 k-NN Classifier
The simple probabilistic classifier relies on Baye’s theorem
and better known as k-NN classifier. It is strongly independent
from nearest neighbour assumption. The k-nearest neighbor
classifier will compute the likeness between the different points
of the samples based on the Euclidian distance. The class
which has least Euclidian distance, the data is belonged to that
particular class. K-NN classifiers are trained to work in
supervised learning.
In the section 2 a brief review of work done by various
researchers in disease prediction has been compiled. In the
Section 3 research methodology is elaborated in which
functionality of the proposed method is discussed along with
the detailed flowchart and algorithm. In the Section 4, the
result and discussion is discussed.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Decision making, market basket analysis, production control,
customer retention, scientific discovers and education systems
are some of the applications that use data mining in order to
analyze the collected information [1]. The multimedia, object
relational, relational and data warehouses are some of the
databases for which data mining has been studied. Supervised
and unsupervised learning [2] are the two methodologies
utilized by the data mining. In order to learn the parameters of
the model, a training set is utilized in supervised learning while
in case of unsupervised learning no training set is required [3],
for example k-means clustering. Classification and prediction
are the main objective of the data mining [4]. In the
classification of data mining, the SVM approach is considered
as the most powerful technique. In this method all the models
build in the form of tree structure. Datasets are broken down
into small sets and associated decision tree is constructed. In
case of different attributes order is determined by the decision
trees and on the basis of attributes a decision is taken [5]. In
the Neural network large numbers of elements are organized
in different number of layers that are interconnected to each
other. Through this approach, the adaptive non-linear data
processing algorithms are applied that assist in integrating all
the multi-processing units. Characterization of these networks
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is done on the basis of the properties like natural adaptation
and self-organization. The input and feedbacks are also
generated from the ecosystem that provides potential results.
With the help of input layer different patterns are generated
that generate the final outcome at output layer by
communicating with one or more hidden layer [6]. A novel
convolution neural network based multimodal disease risk
prediction (CNN-MDRP) algorithm was proposed [7]. The data
was gathered from a hospital which included both structured
as well as unstructured types of data within it. In order to make
predictions related to the chronic disease that had been
spread within several regions of state, various machine
learning algorithms were streamlined. Different analytical tools
were used to extract information from large datasets such as
in medical field where a huge data is available [8]. The SGPGI
real data set has been used which is always linked with
different classification challenges. The classification becomes
inefficient due to noise, high dimensional and missing values
in such databases. Due to these reasons problems are faced
while performing data analytics. Clustering is proposed as a
solution for such kind of issues. The powerful clustering tool is
used for different types of forecasting [9]. The weather
forecasting has been performed using proposed incremental kmeans clustering generic method. The purpose behind this is
to analyze air pollution by using a dataset taken from West
Bengal. The clusters peak mean values are used to develop a
weather category list and k-means clustering is applied on the
dataset of air pollution. The weather category has been
defined in different clusters and a new data is checked by
incremented k-means to group it into existing clusters. The
particular university student results have been recorded to
keep a track using Student Performance Analysis System
(SPAS) [10]. The design and analysis has been performed to
predict performance of student using proposed project on their
results data. The data mining technique generate rules that to
be used by proposed system to gives enhanced results in
predicting student performance. The data analysis prediction is
considered as import subject for forecasting stock return [11].
The data analysis future can be predicted through past
investigation. The past historical knowledge of experiments
has been used by stock market investors to predict better
timing to buy or sell stocks. The categorized medical as a fast
growing field for data science [12] is presented by the author.
In this field every single day large amount of data has been
generated and to handle this much amount of large data is a
tedious task. So, this data need to be handled properly by
using different technologies. The author examined in this
paper [13] real and artificial datasets that have been used to
predict diagnosis of heart diseases with the help of a k-mean
clustering technique results to check its accuracy. The clusters
are partitioned into k number of clusters by clustering which is
the part of cluster analysis and each cluster has its own
observations with nearest mean. The first step is random
initialization of whole data and thereafter a k number of cluster
is assigned to each cluster. In case of proposed technique k
assigned clusters are further divided into k number of groups
and a distance square of sum has been minimized. The author
explained that data containing dissimilar objects has been
divided using clustering [14]. A data of similar objects are in
same group and in case of dissimilar objects then it will be
compared with objects of other group. k-means algorithm is a
popular algorithm used for clustering a data but using it is
expensive and even initial centroid selection is the factor that
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defines final results quality.

3 METHODOLOGY
The prediction analysis is the technique in which upcoming
likelihoods can be predicted based on the existing dataset.
Similar and dissimilar data is grouped together on the basis of
their likeness in the k-mean clustering technique. The
arithmetic mean is calculated from the existing dataset to find
the center point or centroid. The similar and dissimilar points
are clustered into altered clusters by using the Euclidean
distance which is the difference between the centroid and the
two neighbouring points. The Euclidian distance is evaluated
vigorously using back propagation algorithm which clusters the
uncluttered points and increase accuracy of clustering.
Figure 1 represents the framework used for hybrid
classification method. In the first preprocessing phase the
dataset is given as input to preprocessor to remove the
missing values and redundant values.
Input Dataset

Preprocessor

Train Data

Test Data

approach of SVM classifier is applied for the feature
extraction. In the feature extraction relationship is established
between the attribute and the target set. The SVM classifier
will draw the hyper plane; the hyper plane will classify the data
into certain classes according to the classes in the target set.
The method in which N various classifiers are generated, one
for each class is known as one-against-rest method. In this
method a sample is assigned as positive if it belongs to the
same class and for the rest classes it assigned as negative. In
equation 3 a two-class classifier is generated across a feature
vector
. The input features and the class of data are
paired to derive this feature vector. The class is selected by
the classifier at the test time.

(2)
There is a gap between the value of correct class and the
value of nearest other class. It is defined by margin achieved
during training. In the last phase, the classification approach
will be applied for the heart disease prediction. The approach
of k-NN classification is applied for the heart disease
prediction. The k-NN classifier will define the number of
centroid points and from the centroid points Euclidian distance
is calculated. The points which have similar distance will be
classified as members of one class and rest into another
class. The classification result will define the heart disease
predicted values. Depending upon the Euclidean distance that
exists between a test sample and the particular training
samples, the value of k-nearest neighbor classifier is
calculated. Below equation defines the Euclidean distance that
exists between sample xi and xj (j=1,2,.…,n) as:

Classifier KNN

Feature Extraction SVM

(3)

Trained Model
Fig. 1 Framework for hybrid classification method

The dataset is taken as an input from the UCI repository. Table
1 is used to describe the parameters and values of dataset.
Table 1
Dataset Description
Parameters
Values
Data Set Characteristics
Attribute Characteristics
Associated Tasks
Number of Instances
Number of Attributes
Missing Values
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Multivariate
Categorical, Integer, Real
Classification
303
75
Yes

The dataset has the 303 number of instances with 75
attributes. The 13 attributes are considered as input attributes
i.e. age, sex, chest pain, blood pressure, serum cholesterol,
fasting blood sugar, electrocardio graphic, max heart rate,
induced angina, ST depression, slope, no of vessels, thal and
diagnosis is considered as predictable attribute. The missing
values, duplicate values and inconsistent values are resolved.
Then preprocessed data is splitted randomly into Training data
set (212 instances) and Test data set (91 instances).The

All the neighboring points that are closest to every sample are
encapsulated by the Voronoi cell. The equation 4 defines this
Voronoi cell, which is represented as Ri for sample xi. All the
points that possibly exist in the Voronoi cell Ri are represented
by xi.
Figure 2 represents the flow chart for hybrid method. SVM
classifier is applied to classify the data in the linear hyper
plane to map the attributes on each other. Classified data is
then applied on k-NN data mining techniques to trained data
for prediction. Results are analyzed in terms of precision,
recall and accuracy. The Dataset is the multi variant in type
which is preprocessed for the prediction analysis in the step
one. In step two the input dataset is divided into training and
testing data. The hybrid classification model which is the
combination of SVM and k-NN is applied for the prediction
analysis in step three. In the last step, two parameters which
are accuracy and execution time are used for the performance
analysis. The formula of the accuracy and execution time is
explained below:
1.

Accuracy: Accuracy is defined as the ratio of properly
classified number of points to the total number of
points multiplied by 100.
Accuracy = (Number of points classified correctly
/Total number of points) * 100
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2.

Execution Time: Execution time
difference of end time when
performing and start time when
performing.
Execution Time = (End Time –
Algorithm
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5.1. Read the training dataset T

is defined as
algorithm stops
algorithm starts

5.2. Calculate the mean and standard deviation of
predictor variable in each class

Start Time) of

5.3. Repeat
5.3.1 Calculate the probability of f(i) using gauss
density equation in each class

Start

5.3.2. Until the probability of all predictors variable
(f1, f2 upto fn) has been calculated
6. Calculate the likelihood for each class

Input the heart data for the classification

7. Get the greatest likelihood
8. Apply k-NN Classifier

Pre-process data to remove missing data

8.1. Read the training dataset T
8.2. for each slave agent do
8.2.1. for i, j=1 to m do

Data Classified

If D(SVj<SVi)<Hyperplane(SVj<SVi)
No

Update SVj
End if

Divide data into training and test
set

End for

Yes

End for
Apply SVM+KNN classifier for the
prediction

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This research work is related to heart disease prediction. The
two classifiers are applied for the heart disease prediction
which is k-NN and hybrid classification. The hybrid
classification is the combination of SVM and k-NN. The
performance of k-NN and hybrid classifier is compared in
terms of accuracy and execution time. As we first apply SVM
classifier to draw a hyper plane between train data and target
data.
Figure 3 shows the performance analysis in the terms of
accuracy. The accuracy of the hybrid classifier is 91.80%
which is higher as compared to the accuracy of k-NN classifier
which is 83.61%.

Display the predicted results

Analyze performance in terms of precision,
recall and accuracy

Stop

Fig. 2 Proposed Flowchart for hybrid algorithm of heart disease prediction

A Novel Hybrid Algorithm for Heart Disease Prediction
Using k-NN and SVM Classifier
Input: Training Dataset T
Output: A class of Testing Dataset
Steps:
1. Read the Training Dataset T;
2. Extract features of the Training dataset T;
3. Apply cross validation for the data division;
Fig. 3: Accuracy Analysis of Hybrid Method

4. Divide Dataset set into training and testing data;
5. Apply SVM classifier
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As shown in Table 2, for train data (212 records) by using
hybrid classifier we get Train accuracy of 92.26% which is
higher from the Train accuracy 86.19% of k-NN classifier. By
extracting the features of trained dataset by SVM classifier the
model is fit to k-NN classifier for prediction analysis. As for
selection of parameter k the model is best for k=4. Now the
mapped data is passed through the k-NN classifier and get the
Test accuracy of 91.80% which is higher than the Test
accuracy of 83.61% of existing model.
Table 2
Comparison of k-NN and Hybrid classifier on the basis of
accuracy
K=4
Train Accuracy
Test Accuracy
k-NN Model

86.19%

83.61%

Hybrid Model
(SVM+k-NN)

92.26%

91.80%

Figure 4 illustrates the comparison of execution time for k-NN
classifier and hybrid classification methods. The execution
time of hybrid classifier is 0.02 second which is low as
compared to k-NN classifier 0.06 second.

Fig. 4: Execution Time Analysis of Hybrid Method

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, it is found that heart disease prediction is the
major issue of the prediction analysis due to large number of
attributes. The efficient prediction analysis is the combination
of feature extraction and classification. The SVM classifier is
applied in this work for the feature extraction. The extracted
features are given as input to k-NN classifier for the generation
of predicted results. The proposed methodology is
implemented in python and results are analyzed in terms of
accuracy and execution time. It is concluded that with using
hybrid classifier accuracy is improved up to 8 percent and
execution time is reduced to 4 percent.
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